
Health and Safety Guidelines - 2021/2022

The Bucks County Music Educators Association puts the health and safety of its members,
students, and staff above all else.  While we will re-evaluate all Audition and Festival safety
guidelines in the coming months, the following measures must be implemented in order to
facilitate a safe but successful return to live ensemble performing.

Masks: Masking with appropriate material* remains the best way of reducing potential infected
aerosol from circulating in an indoor space. Masks will be worn indoors during the duration of
Auditions and the Festival for all individuals involved including students, staff, and members
while rehearsing and performing. Woodwind and Brass Players will either use a playing mask or
wear a regular mask during extended rests in the music. Masks may be removed when actively
eating or drinking. Students will be given “mask breaks” outdoors (weather permitting) during
scheduled breaks.
Bell Covers: Bell covers made from appropriate material* remain the best way of reducing
potential infected aerosol from circulating in an indoor space. Bell covers will be fitted on all
wind instruments for the duration of the festival.
Brass players are required to use disposable absorbent (“puppy”) pads beneath their playing
area to collect spit, water, and condensation.
Rehearsal Times: Rehearsals will not exceed 50 minutes at a time. A break will then be
implemented to allow for proper circulation of airflow in the room.
Ventilation: Indoor rehearsal spaces will have appropriate ventilation and fresh air moving
during rehearsals and performances by opening up all windows and doors.
Physical Distancing:  A distance of 3 feet will be implemented between students during
rehearsing and performing, depending on the conditions of the performance space.
Hygiene: Hand sanitizer will be made available at all rehearsals and performances, and
students will be reminded of general hygiene protocols (Promote respiratory etiquette of
covering mouth/nose when sneezing or coughing)
Illness: Members, Staff, or Students showing signs of Covid-Related Symptoms should contact
their doctor and stay at home until you have been cleared to return.

Accommodations for Judges testing positive or being quarantined: Should a BCMEA
judge prior to an upcoming audition test positive for Covid or be quarantined, the judge must
notify the audition host immediately.  Upon testing positive, the judge will be responsible to find



a replacement with the assistance of the Audition Host / BCMEA President.
ptosti@neshaminy.org, keith.krelove@bristoltwpsd.org

Accommodations for Conductors/Accompanists testing positive or being quarantined:
Should a conductor or accompanist prior to, or during a festival test positive for Covid or be
quarantined, this person must contact their festival host immediately. The festival host will be
responsible for finding a suitable replacement for either position. A strong suggestion would be
to have the festival host become the substitute conductor.

Audience members in attendance of the BCMEA festivals will be required to wear masks
unless actively drinking or eating.

Please note that all students, staff, and members will be held to these
requirements.  There are no exceptions.  BCMEA is not evaluating any medical,
religious or otherwise exemption from this. This includes, but not limited to, any
mask exemption that you may have already submitted to your schools. Those
that are found in violation to these rules will be removed from the
BCMEA-sponsored event.  All registrants will be presented with our Covid Waiver
with acknowledgement during the registration process.  It is your responsibility
to adhere to this.
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*Material should consist of MERV13 material or ASTM F2100 (or similar) standard.
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